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Abstract� Use cases are a popular means of requirements engineer�
ing for object�oriented systems� However� there is a lack of guidance
on the contents and position of use cases in the overall software devel�
opment process� In the paper we identify four levels of information to
be included in the use case description� based on existing methods in
requirements speci	cation and human�computer�interaction� This gives
methodical guidance for the development of use cases and also for the
integration of use cases and the analysis object model�

� Introduction

Scenario�based description techniques have gained considerable popularity dur�
ing the last few years � in research �Car��� and industry �WPJH���� They are
mainly used to describe the interaction between the users and the software sys�
tem� Because of their exemplary nature they are relatively easy to produce and
understand� both by software engineers and domain experts� Often they are ac�
companied by user interface prototypes �WPJH���� but they can be just a textual
description of usage visions� Therefore they are particularly helpful in eliciting
and negotiating requirements� In addition� they are used for documentation of
requirements� This is also true for their most popular variant� Jacobsons use
cases �Jac�	�� Use cases are classes of interaction between a user and the system
�Jac���� Each use case corresponds to one major system function� They are de�
scribed in the use case model depicting the name of the use cases� their extends�
and uses�relationships and the actors involved� as well as by text capturing the
behaviour of the individual use cases� As part of the method OOSE� use cases
constitute the requirements model� They are the major input to the analysis
model which consists of the entity� control and interface objects� their relation�
ships and responsibilities� This model abstracts from design level considerations
like the detailed behaviour of operations of the objects�

Since object models are not suitable for capturing functional requirements�
use cases are very popular as a means of requirements engineering for object�
oriented systems� However� a recent survey on scenario usage in industry has
revealed a lack of guidance on the contents and the position of use cases in the
overall software development process �WPJH����

� This work was carried out within the Forschungsverbund Software Engineering�
supported by the Bayerische Forschungsstiftung



In this paper we concentrate on the contents of use cases and their relation
to the analysis model� We identify di
erent levels of information to be included
in the use case description� This gives methodical guidance for the development
of use cases� but also for the integration of use cases and the analysis model� In
particular� we show how to develop the analysis model incrementally along with
the di
erent levels of use cases�

The identi�cation of the di
erent use case description levels is based on ex�
isting methods in requirements speci�cation and human�computer�interaction
�HCI �Pre���� For the former� we include variants of the entity�event modeling
of the standardized method SSADM �DCC�	� to capture the data e
ects of the
software system functions� For the latter� we include a variant of task analysis
�Dia��� to ensure the adequacy of the system functions for the users tasks� a
variant of usability engineering �Nie��� to ensure the ease of interaction between
the users and the software system� and some kind of dialogue speci�cation to
capture the information presented to the user and the user control over the ex�
ecution of the system functions� Task analysis and usability engineering are the
major source of information for identi�cation of the system functions� while en�
tity�event modeling and dialogue speci�cation make explicit the behaviour of
the system functions as input to the development of the analysis model�

For each level of use case description we give an exemplary graphical descrip�
tion technique� These diagrams serve as an illustration of the kind of information
to be captured at each level� Depending on the needs of a software development
project� they can be used in addition to the use cases to emphasize important
aspects of the system functions�

This paper is structured as follows� in section �� we describe the four di
erent
levels of use cases� their content and appropriate modeling techniques� In section
�� these models are integrated with the analysis models� All of this is exempli�ed
with the ubiquituous library example� Two use cases for this example are given
in section 	� Related work is discussed along the way�

� Example Use Cases

The discussion in this paper will be based on the following example use cases
for book return and book search in a library�

Book Return The course of events starts when a reader hands a book to the
librarian to return it to the library� The librarian enters the book number� The
system retrieves the title and author of the book as well as the reader identity�
for the librarian to acknowledge that the correct book is returned from the
correct reader� In reaction to the acknowledgement of the librarian the system
updates book and reader data and checks whether the book has been reserved�
If so� an Email message to the owner of the reservation is created and shown to
the librarian� The acknowledgement of the librarian triggers the sending of the
Email� Finally� the success of the whole transaction is noti�ed to the librarian�



Book Search A student is searching for literature on requirements engineering�
Therefore she chooses relevant key words from the list and issues the correspond�
ing query� However� the list of results is too long� Thus� she decides to look only
for books not older than three years� She opens the attribute list and �xes the
possible years� The corresponding query yields �� books� One after the other she
opens the books on the screen and looks through the contents� The interesting
ones she marks� Then she reserves the marked books and sends the list to the
printer� She also checks which of the interesting books are available� Since only
a few of them are available right now� she decides to look again at some of the
books which did not mark� Therefore� she activates the last query �together with
the results and searches through the results again�

� Use Case Description

OOSE �Jac��� � as most other object�oriented methods � presupposes a tex�
tual requirements speci�cation� This is transformed into the requirements model
consisting mainly of use cases� possibly accompanied by a domain object model
which captures the most important application objects� and by interface descrip�
tions capturing what the user will see on the screen� These models are the major
input to the analysis model consisting of the interface� entity and control objects�
The analysis model typically only shows the objects and their associations� but
not their operations� Jacobson recommends to incorporate operations only at
the level of the design model� because they often depend on the implementation
environment� In both cases� the use cases are the starting point for deriving the
operations of the objects�

Along the transition from the requirements speci�cation to the analysis ob�
ject model� we have found four major classes of decisions to be taken� These
classes of decisions have been identi�ed by a thorough literature survey in the
realm of requirements engineering and HCI �Pae���� as well as in example indus�
try projects� Each of them is well studied in the literature� We mention typical
approaches in the following and give examples for typical modeling techniques�

Work Division For each use case one has to identify the division of work be�
tween the users and the system� This includes the automation of tasks previ�
ously performed by the users� but also major changes to the work processes�
E�g� book return could be handled � alternatively to the use case of section 	
� fully automatic by a system which o
ers an interface to deposit the book�

Application�speci�c System Functions For each use case the data used and
a
ected has to be determined� This is the main focus of traditional analy�
sis methods like SSADM� Functions working on the application data are
called application�speci�c in contrast to system functions which support the
detailed work organisation of the users�

Work�speci�c System Functions The usability features of each use case have
to be determined� Thus� in addition to the application�speci�c functionality�
work�speci�c system functions have to be identi�ed which allow the users



to organize the computer�based work more comfortably� A typical example
is the undo�function� more speci�c for the library is a function allowing to
store and retrieve queries to the book data base�

Dialogue The dialogue steps for acquiring the input to the system functions
from the user and delivering the output to the user� as well as the user control
over the function execution have to be determined� This is the main focus
of user interface modeling techniques�

In Jacobsons use case approach� these decisions are not seperated� The use
cases are produced in one step and all information is captured in one textual
description� Therefore� it is di�cult to check whether all important decisions
have been taken� as well as to trace the decisions to the analysis object model� In
contrast� we propose to develop each level separately� Starting from a preliminary
use case text� each level is examined and the text is extended accordingly� If one
level is very complex� a separate model is developed�

In the rest of this section we discuss each level in more detail� By way of
example� we introduce a graphical description technique for each level� Because
of the explicit use of the graphical models� we do not incrementally develop the
use case text� The text of the two use cases in section 	 represents the �nal
version after examination of each level�

��� Work Division

Most analysis and design methods do not explicitly acknowledge the fact that
system design is also work design� Only methods inspired from HCI� e�g� TRI�
DENT �BHLV��� or TASK �BJ��� give explicit support for work design� This
typically includes some kind of task analysis �Dia��� which gathers information
about the user tasks� the objects and some attributes like repetitions� duration�
priority and the like� Task analysis models concentrate on the user actions� only�
In the spirit of use cases we propose to describe both� the user and system tasks�
in one model� As a graphical description technique use a variant of UML activity
diagrams �BRJ��� with one swimlane for the system and one or more swimlanes
for the users and their external partners� We call these diagrams Work Pro�
cess Diagrams� As an example� �gure � shows the activity diagram for the book
return�

Boxes represent activities� We have extended the notation of the activity
diagrams to allow activities which need not be given in detail to be involved in a
sequence of communications� This is denoted by a dotted line within the activity
box� Thus e�g� the Accept Book�activity of the counter person is divided into two
subactivities� The �rst one takes the book from the reader and issues the return
command to the software system� The second one takes the output from the
software system and acknowledges the return to the reader� The little diamond
represents decision� Outgoing arrows are labeled with the di
erent possibilities�
In the example� there are two possibilities� either the returned book had been
reserved or not� In the former case� a noti�cation is send that the book is now
available� In both cases the success of the function execution is signaled to the
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user at the counter who in turn communicates this to the reader� In comparison
with the book return use case of section 	 one can see that at this level we include
neither the detailed data e
ects nor the information presented to the user or the
detailed user commands�

The major di
erence to UML activity diagrams is that we label the arrows
with data �ow� not object �ow� The emphasis is here on the dependencies be�
tween activities and their distribution between users and the system� not on the
objects a
ected�

At this level of use case description� one can experiment with di
erent possi�
bilities of work division between the user and the system� The similarity of work
process diagrams to business process descriptions� e�g� �Sch�	�� allows for an easy
transition from strategic business process models to work place descriptions� To
allow the developer an evaluation of the work design� each user activity should
be described in more detail �BJ��� regarding aim� degree of freedom� causes�
preconditions� subtasks� postconditions� input� ressources and output�

Then the complete set of user activities can be analyzed by methods and
check lists from work psychology to determine the adequacy of the work design
for human labour �Uli��� DVZ�����

��� Application�speci�c system functions

Models of system functions and their data e
ects have been heavily used by
modern structured methods like SSADM �DCC�	�� Inspired by Jackson System
Development �Jac���� they provide models to capture the interplay between data
and system functions like entity life histories or e
ect correspondence diagrams�
Through the advent of object�oriented methods this level of function description
has been abandoned in favour of sequence or collaboration diagrams capturing
the operation calls between di
erent objects and state transition diagrams cap�
turing the sequences of operation calls to a speci�c class� While these models
are adequate to capture design decisions� they are too detailed for requirements
capture and analysis� The reason is that one data��ow model of data e
ects
corresponds to several models based on object communication� As an example�



consider �gure 	 and �gure �� The �rst shows an activity diagram for the book
return use case� This kind of diagrams is called function process diagram in the
following�
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It shows that book and reader data is updated and the reader information
�ows from the book update activity to the update reader activity� as well as the
reservation information to the noti�cation activity� The book information must
be input to the book return function�

Figure � shows two possible UML collaboration diagrams describing the data
e
ects of book return through object communication� On the level of object
communication� data �ow has to be transformed into control �ow� For the book
return function� there are essentially two possibilities� either the book object
triggers the reader and the reservation object or there is another control object
sequencing book update� reader update and noti�cation� In general� there are
much more possibilities�
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This example demonstrates that to describe data e
ects on the level of object
communication one has to make decisions about the detailed object interaction�
However� these decisions might depend on overall design and implementation
decisions like the programming language used� Also� the decisions about the data
e
ects are buried under the communication details� making the collaboration
diagrams more di�cult to read than function process diagrams�

At this level of use case description data e
ects are explicit und sequencing
dependencies between them� One can experiment with di
erent ways of navi�
gation between di
erent data updates� Function processes detail the activities
of the software system identi�ed in the work processes to the level of the data
e
ects� One should note that the kinds of activity diagrams used for work and
function processes are quite di
erent� The �rst describes data �ow between dif�
ferent actors� the second data �ow within the software system� UML does not
make a di
erence between activity diagrams with or without swimlanes�

��� Work�speci�c system functions

Analysis and design methods typically only support the identi�cation of appli�
cation speci�c system functions relating to the application data� However� to be
useful in every day work the system also has to o
er work speci�c functions�
Usability engineering �Nie��� Car��� o
ers a whole range of techniques� how to
identify and design this work speci�c functionality� Typically� no diagrammatic
models are involved� since the focus is on identifying usability features and less
on sequencing of activities or data e
ects� This level of use case description is
best supported by use of usage scenarios� mock�ups or interface prototypes for
envisioning the work�speci�c functionality� and the use of walk through� obser�
vation� ethnography and the like to evaluate real system usage� The book search
use case of section 	 is a typical example of a scenario focusing on work�speci�c
functionality� It makes explicit how the user may construct queries by choosing
from a list of keywords or �lling in an attribute list� Also� the storage of queries
for later retrieval is described�

This level of use case description is especially useful for weakly�structured
system functions like search which require a rich set of usability features� �Suc���
HB��� give examples for similar requirements elicitation techniques� especially
in the context of designing new technology�

��� Dialogue Modeling

The levels described above have identi�ed the application� and work�speci�c
functionality and determined the data e
ects of the system functions� To be
able to derive interface objects from the use cases� use cases must also capture
the information visible at the interface and the user control� In HCI these aspects
are captured in some sort of dialogue models� There is a whole range of dialogue
models which mostly aim at automatic generation of user interfaces from the
models �Sze���� We use a variant of interaction diagrams developed by Denert
�Den�	�� Figure � shows the interaction diagram for the book return use case�
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Boxes with rounded angles represent user interface states in terms of data
views to be seen at the screen and a rough description of the information seen
in this view� Boxes with sharp angles represent user actions� If the user action
triggers a system functions� this is shown in italics in the lower half of the box�
The arrows sequence the information presented to the user and the user actions�

In the example� the return function request is issued from a view showing the
book to return� As a response� the data updates to reader and book are shown�
but only through an explicit update request the update is made permanent by
means of the return system function� After that the reservation to be noti�ed is
shown and the noti�cation is triggered by an explicit user request� Thus� at this
level the choice between an object�or function�centered user interface is made�
Here we have choosen the object�centered style� where �rst the object is selected
and then the functions�

In comparison with the complete use case description of section 	� one can
see that at this level we include all the detailed user actions as for example the
acknowledgement of the update�

� Integrating Requirements and Analysis Modeling

Because of the separation of requirements and usage concerns into di
erent levels
of use case descriptions� it is also possible to develop the analysis object model
incrementally� where each use case level corresponds to a certain level of abstrac�
tion of the object model� In the following we will show the interplay between the
object model and the use cases in the library example�



��� Application Data Model

The activities of the work process models refer to the application data� This
information can be captured in the application data model �also called domain
model as recommended by Jacobson� We use the term application data model
to emphasize that the entities are not viewed as active objects communicating
with each other� but only as passive data �entities processed by the activities�
In particular� relationships between the entities do not represent communication
links but only dependencies between the entities which can be observed in the
environment�
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The left half of �gure � shows the data relevant for the book return use case�
We use the notation of UML static structure diagrams� Boxes represent entities
and links represent associations� The latter can be adorned with multiplicities�

��� Application Object Model

For function process modeling� one has to �x navigability between the entities�
This is necessary to be able to determine which entities are a
ected by which
function� So e�g� for the book return function process� the borrowing association
between reader and book in the application data model can be detailed into a
one� way reference from book to the reader or the other way round or into a
two�way reference�

As exempli�ed in the right half of �gure �� in the example we have choosen the
two�way�reference� According to UML this is represented by arrow heads of the
links� The associations linking reservation with book and reader� respectively� are
resolved into one�way�references� The activities of the function process diagrams
can be associated with the corresponding entities �called BReturn� RReturn and
Notify in the example� Thus� at this level the entity diagram is transformed
into an object model with navigation information and operations which only
a
ect single classes�



��� Work Object Model

The identi�cation of work�speci�c functions leads to the addition of work�speci�c
objects and their activities� As shown in �gure �� for the book search function a
session object is added which consists of session items� The latter are tuples of
queries and results� where a result is a possibly empty list of books�
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Fig� �� Work Objects for Book Search

��� Control Objects

Up to now� operations which a
ect several objects are not represented in the ob�
ject model� It is a design decision whether to associate such functions with entity
objects or whether to include speci�c control objects corrresponding to the use
cases� Because of the explicit representation of such functions through the func�
tion processes� there is no need to take this decision during requirements capture�
If taken� it can be documented in the object model through the addition of con�
trol objects� their references to entity objects and the operation corresponding
to the system function� The left half of �gure � shows the extension of �gure �
by an control object for book return�
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��� Dialogue Objects

In the dialogue models� views on the entity objects visible to the user are men�
tioned� As described in �Zie���� these views can be systematically derived from
the entity objects� Typically� one needs di
erent kinds of attribute views to
represent entity objects or parts of them which are input to system functions�
container views for sets of objects� function views to represent control objects
and noti�cation objects� In the user interface these views are grouped into win�
dows� However� this grouping decision can be postponed to the transition from
the analysis models to the design model� At the level of the analysis model� the
object model shows the individual views� The user actions are incorporated as
operations of the view objects� Thus� the dialogue object model shows reference
relationships between the interface objects and possibly control objects� In the
right half of �gure � we have incorporated the control object for book return�
If no decision has been made about the allocation of the system function� then
a dummy object is used� In comparison with the global dialogue description of
�gure � the object model makes explicit the navigation between di
erent views�

� Conlusions

We have proposed a separation of di
erent requirements and usage concerns
into di
erent levels of use case description taking into account the wide vari�
ety of approaches for human�computer�interaction modeling� For each level we
have identi�ed an appropriate diagrammatic description technique� We also have
shown� how to incrementally develop the analysis object model according to the
di
erent use case levels� In contrast to mesage sequence diagrams which are
typically used to depict use cases �Jac�	� RKW��� RAB���� we propose to use
data��ow based process models for work and function process models� text for
usage scenarios and state transition diagrams for dialogue models� Message se�
quence charts focus on object communication which is unnecessarily detailed
for requirements modeling purposes� The decision about communication can be
postponed to the transition from the analysis model to the design model�

Thus� our work can also be seen as an extension of object�oriented methods
by intermediary models abstracting from communication details to allow for
better focus on the major requirements decisions�
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